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ABSTRACT
Data visualization helps the users to understand the relationships and associations between information. Visualization helps in minimizing the errors generated during decision making. Different visualization methods have been developed to unlock the valuable insight. These methods have been developed on the supposition that the information to be present is free from ambiguity. This chapter provides an overview of data visualization techniques in R programming. Various methods have been discussed with supported explanation and examples which in turn helps the reader to create their own visualization method. Later, four different case studies are presented to understand the importance and use of data visualization in real-world problems.

INTRODUCTION
Data visualization is a branch of art and science (Aparicio & Costa, 2014) which deals with the various methods used to visualized data in graphical form. The goal of data visualization is to provide user with understanding of the given data. It helps the user to understand the relationship, and association between information’s.

Now a day’s visualization of data is far beyond the general charts and graphs using Microsoft office, the information can be represented in further refined ways such as heat maps, bar chart, pie charts, histogram, and info-graphics etc. Effective data visualization helps users to examine and analyzing the goal of data and its evidence. It also makes multifaceted data more comprehensible, manageable, and usable. Advance analysis and visualization helps the reader to distinguish relationships between information, regardless the data size. Visualization helps in minimize the errors generate during decision making and
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prevents in drawing wrong conclusion. The generated results can be represented in a form that is simple to understand while allowing queries and investigation.

Selection of data visualization tools depends upon the data size, data types and a way in which data to be represented. This chapter illustrates the different build-in methods used in R programming for creation of graphs and charts, in turn helps the user to visualization data effectively.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows: Section 2, Discuss the history of Data Visualization. Section 3, tells the importance of Data Visualization. Subsequently Section 4, says the importance of Data Visualization in R. Section 5, illustrates the different methods used in R for Data Visualization. Furthermore Section 6, Discuss a Case Study on United State Air Pollution. Later Section 7 discusses the conclusion.

HISTORY OF DATA VISUALIZATION

This section provides an outline of the brief history of data visualization. As shown in Table 1 (Friendly, 2006), it consist of five columns, first and second columns displays the serial numbers and year. Column third “Named” display the historical names of that years. Column fourth shows the methods used in that year for visualizations. Thereafter column fifth displays the different examples incorporated using corresponding methods.

WHY DATA VISUALIZATION?

Visualization helps in better understand of datasets. Following below points state that why visualization is necessary:

- Easily predict the area which required more attention;
- Elucidate which feature influence the prediction;
- Provide a top to bottom overview of complex datasets;
- Enable decision makers easily;
- It helps in understanding, prediction and analysis of information;
- Provide direct interface with datasets;
- Easily recognize structure and associations in datasets;
- Help in identifying patterns is datasets;
- Foster a new business language;
- Takes less time in clarify selection and analysis of data;
- It helps in encourages appropriate clarification, selection, and association for given data.

WHY VISUALIZATION USING R

Following below points tells that why R is better than other programming language:

- It is an open source language;